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HERAKLION 

Heraklion is the largest city of Crete and one of Greece’s major urban centers. Its development begun in the wake of the 
9th century AD (in antiquity, Knossos was the island’s most important centre, followed by Gortyn). In later times, 
Heraklion came under Arabic, Venetian and Ottoman rule; its conquerors initially gave it the name Khandaq or 

Handak which was corrupted to Candia. 
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Main attractions and monuments of the city 

•Venetian walls that delimit the “old city”. The walls are the largest fortification of the 
eastern Mediterranean area and one of the most important monuments of the city. The first 
fortifications were built by the Arabs and were later reinforced by the Venetians (15th 
century). From the seven bastions, only the Martinengo bastion survives to this day; there 
visitors will find the tomb of the renowned writer N. Kazantzakis, overlooking the city. 

•The sea port (Rocca a Mare) or “KOULES”: The stone castle that dominates the Venetian 
harbour of the city was a very important naval base of the Venetians at a time when pirates 
were posing a serious threat to Crete. It was built in the mid-16th century occupying the site 
of a former fort and became known as the Sea Fort (Rocca a Mare). During Ottoman rule a 
small mosque with a minaret was annexed to it and was used as an incarceration area. It was 
at that time that it was given its current name “Koules”. Opening Hours: daily 08.00-20.00, 
Ticket price: €2 

•The Martyron 25 August Street: The pedestrian street of Heraklion which leads from "Lions 
Square" to the Venetian port has played an important role in the city’s history and culture 
since the Venetian era. It features a series of fabulous buildings, such as the Temple of Agios 
Titos (Saint Titus), the Loggia, the Ducal Palace, the Morosini Fountain and Saint Mark’s 
Basilica, Ruga Maistra. 
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•The Shipyards (Arsenali): The shipyards are large dome-shaped spaces by the sea, where 
ships were built or left for necessary maintenance works and storage. 

•Loggia: Is considered as one of the most stunning monuments of Venetian Crete. It was built 
in 1628 by the Provveditore Generale Francesco Morosini to serve as a meeting place for 
members of the aristocracy. The two-storey building is decorated with Doric columns on the 
ground floor and Ionic columns on the first floor. Its exterior decorating elements are also 
particularly elaborate, featuring a frieze in the upper part of the ground floor with a variety 
of bas-relief representations such as the Lion of Saint Mark, trophies, armours and more. 

•Morosini fountain - Lions Square: The emblematic fountain of Heraklion, a "meeting point" 
within the city centre, was originally constructed to solve the practical problem of water 
supply during the Venetian era. The fountain constructed by Francesco Morosini which 
carried water from the village of Archanes to the city centre. The fountain was inaugurated 
in April 1628 and had particularly impressive decorative elements which included lions, 
dolphins, coats of arms. Also, the top of the fountain was dominated by a statue of Poseidon 
holding a trident. 

Museums - Aquarium 

•Heraklion Archaeological Museum: The Heraklion Archaeological Museum is one of the 
largest and most remarkable museums in Greece and one of the oldest and most important 
museums in Europe. The crown jewels of the museum’s collection are the unique Minoan art 
masterpieces. Opening Hours: daily 08.00-20.00, Ticket price: €10 & free admission: Pupils, 
students (on production of ID) and young persons under 18 years of age. 
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•Historical Museum of Crete: The Historical Museum of Crete was founded in 1953 and its 
collection covers a period of seventeen centuries of local history and culture, from the early 
Christian centuries to modern times. The museum’s crown jewels are the El Greco 
paintings, The Baptism of Christ (1569) and View of Mt. Sinai and the Monastery of St. 
Catherine (1570), the only ones exhibited in Crete. In a special section, the Nikos Kazantzakis 
Collection features personal items and manuscripts of the Cretan author. Opening Hours: 
Monday - Saturday: 09:00-17:00 Sundays: 10:30-17:00, Ticket price: Adults: €5, Pupils, students 
(on production of ID) and Senior citizens: €3 & free admission: Children 12 and under. 

•Natural History Museum of Crete: The Natural History Museum of Crete is located next to 
the Venetian harbour and offers a unique experience to its visitors. The four levels of the 
exhibition are divided into the “Mega-Dioramas” section, that is, realistic and full-size 
representations of nature, the Deinotherium, the Fossil, the “Living Museum”, the 
“Erevnotopos”, the “Enceladus” section, the Multimedia Room and the Temporary 
Exhibitions Area. Opening Hours: daily 09.00-21.00, Ticket price: Adults: €7.5, Pupils, students-
on production of ID-and Senior citizens: €4.5. 

 
•Cretaquarium: is one of the most important aquariums in Europe. It started its operation in 
December 2005 in the former American Base of Gournes. Visitors can observe with 
microscopes and read informational texts accompanying the sixty tanks with 2500 species of 
marine life. In the tanks the visitor will see from big sharks to tiny seahorses and jellyfish. 
Opening Hours: daily 09.30-19.00, Ticket price: Adults: €10, Students-on production of ID-, 
Children 5-17 years old and Senior citizens: €6 & free admission: Children 0-4 years old. 
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Archaeological Sites 
 

•Knossos: The Minoan palace is the main visiting area of Knossos. Knossos was an important 
city during the Antiquity, with an uninterruptable presence since the Neolithic and until the 
5th century. It was built on top of the Kefala hill and had easy access to the sea and to mainland 
Crete. As the legend suggests, the wise king Minos dwelt in the palace. The palace of Knossos 
is associated with many fascinating legends such as the Labyrinth with the 
Minotaur and Daedalus and Icarus. Opening Hours: daily 08.00-19.00, Ticket price: Adults: €15, 
free admission: Students of University or equivalent Schools of countries from the European 
Union (on production of ID) & children 18 and under & Combined tickets to Knossos and 
Archaeological Museum of Herakleion Full: €16, Reduced: €8. 

Restaurants 

• Peskesi: Cuisine is based solely on traditional recipes, fresh ingredients from the Cretan soil and the principles of 
the Authentic Cretan Cuisine, a cuisine full of traditional tastes, aromas and ingredients, which dates back to 
prehistoric times and still continues to exist. $$ https://peskesicrete.gr/en/ 

• Kouzeineri: Is a steak house restaurant in love with high- quality meat right in the centre of the city. $$ 

• Parasties: The word Parasties means the traditional way of cooking in Crete before many years, a fire was between 
two parallel rectangular stones and a cooking pan was put above. The restaurant has 3 different “stages” of dining, 
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first is the terrace, then there is the main and the balcony with each stage having a beautiful view of the Cretan sea. $$ 
https://parastiescrete.gr 

• 7 Thalasses: This fish restaurant is located in the municipal park of Nea Alikarnassos, a suburb of Heraklion Town. 7 
Thalasses is clearly a restaurant with a summer atmosphere, white chairs and green environment with colorful 
flowers and big windows looking to the beautiful courtyard. $$-$$$ https://7thalases.gr/en/ 

• Ligo Krasi Ligo Thalassa: With a nice view to the fortress of Heraklion, Ligo Krasi Ligo Thalassa is a good place to taste 
the delicious mezedes. This restaurant specializes in seafood dishes and has fresh fish every day. The menu is mainly 
Greek with a lot of options for mezedes and a wide variety of main courses. $$ https://www.ligokrasiligothalassa.gr/
en 

• Izmir Kebap: This restaurant serves gyro and souvlaki near Lion’s Fountain. $ http://www.izmirkebap.gr/gr/index.html 

Cafe 

• Mare Cafe: In an enviable location on the beautified waterfront promenade opposite the Historical Museum, trendy 
Mare is great for seaside munchies (burgers, salads, pasta and more sophisticated staples) and even better for post-
culture java and sunset drinks. $-$$ http://www.mare-cafe.gr 

• Pagopoieion: Pagopoieion (former Ice Factory) is a lovely bar situated in Saint Titos Square, in the heart of Heraklion 
Town. This bar-restaurant is unique in decoration and frequently organizes art exhibitions, lectures on poetry and 
literature, music concerts, readings and other events. $-$$ https://www.pagopoieion.gr 
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• Phyllo Sophies: With tables sprawling towards the Morosini Fountain, this is a great place to sample bougatsa (creamy 

semolina pudding wrapped in a pastry envelope and sprinkled with cinnamon and sugar). The less-sweet version is 
made with myzithra (sheep’s-milk cheese). $ https://www.phyllosophies.gr/en 

Nightlife 

• Chalavro Open Bar: The bar emerged from the ruins of an old house in the heart of the Old Town of Heraklion. $$ 
http://www.xalavro.gr/cocktail-bar-iraklio-kritis/ 

• The Garden: Is a suitable place for cocktails and drinks in the Old Town of Heraklion. $$ 

Practical information 

- Shops Open: 9.00 to 14.00 Monday to Saturday and 17.30 to 21.00 Friday.  

- Buses: The urban KTEL serves the whole city of Iraklion, the suburbs as well as the nearby villages within a 12-
kilometer radius of the city. There are twenty bus lines. The first bus service departs at 6am and the last one runs at 
11am. The geographical boundaries of the lines of KTEL are divided two zones. The first zone includes the city within 
a radius of 5 kilometers from the bus terminal in the centre of the city and the second zone includes the suburbs 
which are further than the 5 kilometers with the exception of some villages. In the first zone, the bus services run 
every five minutes while in the second zone the frequency of the services ranges from 5 to 10 minutes. Orange ticket 
(A zone whole, B zone students) costs €1.10, blue ticket (B zone whole) costs €1.70. When you get on the bus, hold 
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the bottom half of your ticket in your right hand. The driver will take the top half (side with ticket price) and the two 
of you will rip it in half. Tickets are available inside buses, but cost more (2€ Zone A, 2.50€ Zone B). 

- Taxis: Taxis are found in many central spots in the modern town of Heraklion offering immediate assistance to both 
visitors and locals. Taxi ranks are mostly found outside the port and the airport due to the huge tourist activity during 
the summer. It is the most expensive means of transport but transfers from one side of Heraklion to the other is 
much faster than it is on a local bus. With the radio taxis, visitors can arrange for a taxi. 
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